


Acquisition of new Skill: 

The best way to introduce this Star Skill is to only use 'suffix -ed' when it 
can be clearly heard and identified as an extra syllable added to the end of 
VCC words. For example: sifted, sprinted, mended. 

TEACHER'S NOTES 
STAR SKILL 42 

suffix -eel 
Can the pupil hear the extra syllable at the end of words spoken by you? 
What was the root word before the 'suffix -ed' was added? 

VC words ... 

Revise the use of suffixing by reminding the pupil that a suffix is added to 
the end of words to slightly change the meaning: see Star Skills 5, 25, & 
30. 'Suffix -ed' is a vowel suffix (it begins with a vowel) and we add it to
verbs to indicate a past action. Once the meaning of 'suffix -ed' is
understood pupils will find it easier to identify at the end of words even

double the final consonant 

VCC words ... just add! 

when it sounds like (t) or (d) e.g. snapped and begged.

'Suffix -ed' is a vowel suffix and therefore important spelling rules must be learnt if problems concerning 
the doubling of final consonants are to be avoided. The real value of understanding and recognising 
word patterns becomes apparant when adding vowel suffixes! 

When adding a vowel suffix to a root word with a VC word pattern 
the final consonant must be doubled. 

For example: rub ..... rubbed, hop ..... hopped. 

Teaching points: 

... 

... 

... 

... 

Give Reading Card 42 'suffix -ed' and instruct the pupil to respond by saying "I jumped (t), I yelled ( d) and I
..., 

landed (id)". Make the association of 'suffix -ed' with this phrase important so that the three different endings are 
connected with adding 'ed'. 

V 
The three different sounds of this suffix each have their own Spelling Choice card, (t) and (d) given previously and (id) 
to issue now. The response for the (d) card should be (d) 'd' as they write the letter 'd' and (d) 'e' 'd' as they write 'ed' 
together. This Spelling pack routine should be practised every lesson and as often as possible at other times so that the 
written response to a phonic sound becomes automatic. 

Give plenty of auditory discrimination practice using all three sounds for 'suffix -ed'. Ask the pupil to listen to words in 
MSL structure (taken from the Vocabulary Progression for this Star Skill) and then write them from memory under the 
correct sound ending. 

Use the wooden letters to make the adding and taking away of 'ed' to root words a physical activity, thus increasing the 
chances of the spelling structure being remembered! 

* 
The cards illustrated here can 
be introduced during the 
teaching of this Star Skill. 

spelling pack 
�. 

-· � ten D 

(t) "· � Jump,d D 

memory pack 

� ,IJd @ asked 

key words 
suffix -ed 

( lDithin structure) 

walked 
thanked 
watched 
looked 
filled 
pulled 
ended 
rested 

reading pack 
�--� 
42 suffix Jumped co 

yelled Cd) 

landed (Id> 

-ed

-ED

spelling pack 

8. ,t' dot D

(d) 
4'. � !l'ikd D 

memory,......v_ac_·_k __
/iJ O goodbye 
.. 

C pleased 

key words 
ftbned 
bombed 
welcomed 

9 piano 
casual section 9 

(outside structure) 
O other 

another 
� 0 trouble 

spelling pack 

suffix " � 1ondedD 

..., 

(id) 

memory pack 
@fired 

wa,ed 

irregular lived 

opened 

words used 

@ reminded 

section 9 
unwind 
displease 
deluze 

® kiosk 
chaos 
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